
Creation

Our Creation model begins, not with the space-time dimension, but with the Creator 
Himself.  

God can be identified both biblically, and scientifically.

In studying the man-made religions of the world, ancient Creation myths, and Pagan 
deities, there are found common tenets that express the characteristics of their gods.  

These include:

 Man leaving Earth and becoming deity 
 Plural deities in conflict with each other  
 Sensuous pre-occupation 
 Creation by naturalistic means 
 Exploration of the Creation by the gods 
 Human sacrifice by ritualized murder 

Only one Creation concept is unique in not sharing these characteristics, and that is the 
account of Creation as told in the Holy Bible. The God of the Bible is the only God that 
satisfies Man's own observation of what life teaches him. 

Knowledge shows that the Creator
 

OF:

Limitless space
Endless time

Perpetual motion
Infinite complexity

Consciousness
Feeling

Will
Ethical values

Religion
Beauty

System of justice
Righteousness

Love
Life

 

MUST BE:

Infinite in His nature
Eternal in His duration
Omnipotent in power

Omniscient in intelligence
Personal

Emotional
Volitional

Moral
Spiritual
Aesthetic

Just
Holy

Loving
Living

 



The great philosophic questions of life that have been asked by all cultures are as follows:

Who am I?
Where did I come from?
What is my purpose here?
Where am I going?

These can be addressed by the study of the Creator Himself. The Creator originally 
designed the Earth to benefit Man, whom He would ultimately create on the final sixth 
day of the literal week of Creation, who would fulfill His purpose, and be in charge of the
Creation. This original Creation with its protective firmamental canopy, supporting 
internal infrastructure, and myriad life forms would be an environment in which Man 
could flourish.

Protective firmamental canopy

 Receiving the short wave energy from stellar bodies 
 Amplifying the mid-spectral light 
 Filtering out harmful ultraviolet radiation 
 Causing increased atmospheric pressure 
 Causing increased oxygen ratio 

Supporting internal infrastructure

 Core keeping the electromagnetic field oriented 
 Radioactive elements giving off nuclear radiation and thermal energy 
 Band of asphalt hydrocarbons moderating and sustaining the constant temperature

of the energy 
 Great waters transporting that energy through aqueducts to the Earth's surface 

Myriad life forms

 Plants: Fruit on the vine and seed in the fruit 
 Animals: All creatures, including dinosaurs, coexisting with Man 
 Man: Superior intelligence, immediate youth and functional maturity

We find the Creator described in Genesis 1:1 "In the beginning God…"

In the beginning God created the heavens (space-time dimension) and the Earth.  And the
Earth was without form and void. When first created, the Earth was simply a mass of 
water. By calling it Earth, the inference is that the Creator had futuristic intentions with 
design and purpose. Beginning with water, we have the basic elements of Earth's 
reactions, and the essential ingredient of life's processes. In water you have the 
integration of hydrogen and oxygen. The problem of transmutation of elements is solved 
with water. Between elements no 6 and elements no 7 on the periodic chart there cannot 
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be a transmutation. By creating elements no 1 and no 8 first, there is the futuristic 
possibility for the energy and elements to be transmutated to whatever the Creator would 
like to create in His design and purpose.

The Earth was void and without form; there was just water. It did not have a surface 
form. That would be created on day three of Creation. On day one of Creation the Spirit 
of God would move on the watery mass and thus generate a sphere. Current thoughts on 
the physical sciences indicate with the small structure of the Earth and with lines of space
being curved, you actually have an integration of phenomena - time, space, and energy.  
In the Creation model, there is the space-time dimension, called the heavens (plural) and 
a sphere of water. That is plausible according to our current understanding of the physical
sciences.

When the Spirit of God moved over the body of water, energy was expressed for a 
specific purpose. 

The water molecule, H2O, is a unique combination of elements, which include:

- A negative and positive pole

- A charge

- Its own tiny electromagnetic field



- In random tendency

- Be solid, liquid, or gas

By adding energy and specific motion to a watery mass, it takes on a spherical shape.  
The water molecules align, and a global electromagnetic field is formed. There is super 
charged water in the lines of electromagnetic energy. At the surface where the greatest 
concentration of energy is located, normal electrolysis would occur, breaking the H2O 
bond and allowing for free hydrogen and free oxygen. Electromagnetic energy around 
bodies of water produces free hydrogen. The moving of the Spirit of God would have 
caused free hydrogen, free oxygen, and an electromagnetic field.

This first day of Creation is a literal solar day, yet it accounts for the deep penetration of 
matter and energy into space, the interpretation of vast amounts of light years in space, 
and the arrival of information in light waves sent back to Earth. The entire Creation took 
place approximately 6000 years ago.

In the space-time dimension we recognize that throughout the Universe there is a trinity.  
In space you have height, length, and width. In time you have past, present, and future.  
In matter you have energy, motion, and phenomena. Yet, the cosmos is intrastructured.

God said, "Let there be light". Although we disagree with the old-age timeline, even 
evolutionary astrophysicists state that, "all physical phenomena could have come from 
light". UCLA laboratory experiments have demonstrated that under certain conditions, 
light is formed when sound is broadcast through water. God would stretch out the 
heavens during the first week of Creation and again during the time of Noah's Flood. The 
Earth was still experiencing six literal solar days.

In response to the Creator's expression of energy, the concentrated hydrogen in the 
magnetic canopy bonded into crystalline lattice among the water molecules. 



A thin, solid firmament was thus created, suspended by its own superconductivity as a 
canopy over the watery Earth. Its natural physical properties permitted mid-spectral and 
long-wave radiation to be transmitted and photo-multiplied. Shorter wavelengths of 
radiation were assimilated into the magnetic field, providing a mechanism of re-supply for
use by living systems yet to be created. Radio wavelengths were intermittently audibilized,
and areas of the watery mass danced in activating response.

On day three the dry land and all its attendant elements appeared. A solid granite crust 
provided form for the surface of the young planet. The ferromagnetic core maintained 
alignment of the magnetic field. Radioactive elements with adjacent moderating units 
formed foundations and a controlled nuclear reactor within Earth's interior. Masses of 
hydrocarbon assumed their role as a swaddling band to moderate temperatures in the 
adjacent water reservoirs.

These warm waters fountained up through granite, clays, and sands to re-circulate back into 
the subterranean reservoir and form a dynamic hydrocycle. A great supercontinent was 
outlined on the planet's surface. Luxuriant plants were created with their fruit and seeds fully 
formed, thus incorporating "immediate youth" and "functional maturity." 

On day four stellar heavens were formed from the mass and energy inherent in the universal 
flood of light registered on day one. As the microcosmic structure of the atoms would permit 
seven "shells" of particles above its nucleus, the macrocosmic structure of the heavens above 
would cluster seven distinct "spheres" of star bodies on a universal scale. Designed in 
harmony with the biorhythms of Earth's living systems, these stellar instruments provided 
functional time and energy to the Universe as a whole.

On day five the vast ocean, fingering seas, and open skies loomed without inhabitant. So 
God created fish and fowl to plummet the sea, search the sky, and occupy the Earth. 
Flying insects and marine reptiles were brought forth as well.



On day six dinosaurs, reptiles, and mammals were created. Man was then introduced in 
the Creation over which he was to rule, designed by the Creator in whose image he was 
made. As the Creator made Man an extension of himself, He then created woman from a 
rib near Man's heart - genetically identified with Adam. She was an extension of Man, 
and yet, in her own right a complete and separate being, capable of specific 
comprehension, unique expression, and voluntary companionship. She was physically, 
mentally, and emotionally endowed with a reflection of the charm and beauty embodied 
in the whole Creation. Eve possessed a grace and sensitivity unmatched by any other of 
God's perfect creatures - in short, a 'mate' in all its ramifications and a "help" in its 
sublimest sense.

The harmonic Creation was established to endure forever. A crystalline firmament 
suspended above the planet filtered out short-wave radiation, and with its physical 
structure in place universal radio signals serenaded the Earth with morning melodies. 
Planets in the Solar System were distributed at harmonic intervals on a large scale, 
consistent with the energy fields living seeds produce on a small scale.

The radiant sun transformed and ruled the day, and its glowing energy extending into the 
firmament illuminated the night. The reflecting moon added a romantic invitation to the sky. 
The stars produced measurable references by which time could be told; their colours and 
formations were as varied and imaginative as eternal reflection could appreciate.

Into this sublime habitat God introduced Man - to comprehend its works, to correlate its 
products, and to communicate with its Creator. Audibilized radio signals transmitted the 
music of the spheres each morning, heralding the harmonic symphony of all Creation. A 
mist rose from the effects of this music, vibrating crystals of sand in the water table.

An optimal geomagnetic field charged the waters, energizing living systems. Adequate 
atmospheric pressure enabled dinosaurs to reach full stature, which in turn enabled them 
to keep luxuriant vegetation in check. Moderate temperatures bathed the globe, and warm



thermal springs encouraged the growth of vegetation. Magenta hues added to the 
stimulation, and aerating worms interacted the soil and atmosphere.

The voice of God (whether by direct vocal intervention or by indirect vibrational 
disruption) at microwave energy level penetrated the great water reservoir beneath the 
Earth's granite crust. With microwave's unique effect on water, this agitated medium 
rapidly disrupted the planet's subterranean structure which housed the designed nuclear 
reactors and internal foundations.

The violent heated waters ruptured the granite crust and sent hot jets of steam upward 
through the thin firmament suspended above the Earth. This action opened channel 
windows in the crystalline canopy and caused its collapse. The mass fell as liquid rain in 
the temperate zones and dropped as ice at the poles. Subsequent expulsion of water and 
chemical elements from Earth's disrupted interior saturated the surface floods and trapped
living organisms as fossils in sedimentary deposits.Gravitational attraction of the moon 
brought the global body of floodwaters into resonance. Cyclical tidal action deposited 
organic and inorganic materials into conformable sedimentary layers. The vast majority 
of the "geologic column" is adequately explained by a single year of global flood activity.



The physical dimensions of the Ark lend themselves to optimal marine survival. In 
laboratory experiments the six-to-one (length-to-width) ratio of the vessel keeps it 
upright, with the waves running along its side (causing it to consistently turn toward the 
waves). The structural design of the vessel was of "gopher", providing "structural inter-
lamination" of each component with every other component. The natural hydrocarbon 
resin ("pitch") obtained from trees was used as an adhesive, in conjunction with spaced 
wooden pegs. Space on the Ark was adequate to house representatives of every kind. 
Verifying studies include extinct and extant life forms.



Early in the Flood sequence, subterranean waters erupted and ruptured the great Pangean 
supercontinent into continental divisions, but the continental divisions were still in place 
adjacent to each other. 

During the year of that great Flood, the global floodwaters laid down sedimentary layers 
of rock laced with fossils. These sedimentary layers were placed directly over many of 
the fracture lines. The Pangean supercontinent was still in place, but was "fractured at the
seams."

Approximately five hundred years after the Flood, a "runaway" nuclear reaction took 
place in Earth's interior under the South Pacific basin. This reaction was initiated 
originally as a result of the disruption which caused the Flood. This "runaway" nuclear 
reaction took place at the time of Peleg, and during his lifetime the diameter of the Earth 
expanded - separating the continents and thrusting great masses of land into new 
configurations.

The ocean floor has expanded, and earthquakes continue to release pressures from a 
violent internal structure below Earth's crust. Surface temperatures range in extremes, 
while ice buildup has extended beyond the poles. Loss of the firmamental canopy left the 
geomagnetic field without a charging mechanism. 



The ozone canopy, which built up after the Flood, is losing its  stability due to depletion
of energy in the magnetic field. As we approach Tribulation, the Creator will appear for
an instant in the air. His radiant energy will increase the strength of the magnetic field.

As the Tribulation progresses, extreme earthquakes and violent eruptions will reshape the
planetary  surface  and  emit  an  overcast  of  dust  particles  in  the  upper  atmosphere.
Radiation judgments will further increase the strength of the magnetic field. Buildup of
massive hailstones on a global scale will purify the upper atmosphere and leave water
suspended  in  the  concentrated  lines  of  flux.  The  geomagnetic  field  will  then  hold
sufficient strength to break measured amounts of water into oxygen and hydrogen by
natural electrolysis.

The return of the Creator in His glory will produce radiant physical energy, bonding the 
hydrogen and water suspended above the Earth. This phenomenon will reintroduce the 
firmament, and dinosaurs will flourish again. Elimination of ultraviolet radiation and 
reintroduction of magenta glow will give vegetation opportunity for optimal genetic 
expression.



The crystalline firmament will again provide physical characteristics to receive and 
audibilize the harmonic radio signals from space for the musical benefit of Earth's 
inhabitants. This Kingdom reign (the Millenium Reign - 1000 years) will lead into the 
Final Judgment. Subsequently, the new Heaven will suspend itself over the new 
(restored) Earth. Symphonic righteousness will dwell in the heavens, and we will enjoy 
our Creator for eternity.

"Thou art worthy, O' Lord, to receive glory and honour and power: for thou hast created 
all things, and for thy pleasure they are and were created." (Revelation 4:12). Since the 
Creator expressed His own glory and radiance in the Creation of light on day one, all the 
physical Universe, which was made from that light, is a manifestation of His power and 
person. As that Creation was marred, His person was dishonoured and marred at Calvary.
But, just as He arose (triumphed) over death on the morning of the Resurrection, 
ultimately the Universe will be restored to perfection. In that day, glory, honour and 
power will be received by the One who gave it "in the beginning." He submitted Himself 
as the Lamb, and will duly reign as Lion over the Universe for all eternity!

*******
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